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Abstract—Two major challenges currently facing health providers in the developing world are data connectivity between health centers and patient identification. An EHR system, presented in this paper, illustrates a comprehensive solution to both challenges by incorporating an all-electronic health data system and RFID card system for patient identification. The proposed system uses standard network protocols and can be implemented with locally sourced equipment and personnel. A pilot program of the EHR system in Kerala, India has been proposed and analyzed. While technical obstacles exist to the successful implementation of this system, public outreach addressing social norms of patient responsibility is paramount to making this project sustainable.

I. INTRODUCTION

Two core challenges to providing reliable medical treatment in the developing world have been identified by remote health care providers and international emergency relief organizations. The first challenge is establishing and maintaining data connectivity between resource-constrained rural health clinics and regional health centers in order to effectively coordinate treatment for critical and non-critical patients. Oftentimes, rural clinics lack the infrastructure and the personnel necessary to handle time sensitive medical issues, so it is imperative to provide a streamlined data network to facilitate reliable communication via phone, internet, and two-way video stream. Furthermore, in cases of natural disaster or other events that displace large groups of people, a robust communications network must be in place to provide medical treatment to scale during emergencies.

The second challenge is the problem of tying individual patient identification (ID) to health records. Patient misidentification has been cited by the World Health Organization (WHO) as one of the most prevalent and preventable causes of medical error [1]. This problem is particularly acute in displaced populations, where delivery of effective health care en masse is a major challenge.

It is interesting to note that neither of these challenges can adequately be addressed independently – data connectivity for individual patient information is predicated on the availability of a unique patient ID to evaluate medical history, allergies, etc. Conversely, assigning unique patient IDs to displaced populations assumes the availability of an electronic network that can track and store all the patients’ information. Therefore, a solution that addresses both challenges in parallel seems appropriate.

II. OVERVIEW

A. Past Efforts and Previous Designs

Several previous projects have sought to solve the identified challenges but with limited success. The Aravind Eye Hospital in India and the Baltistan Health and Education Foundation in Pakistan are two such projects which have gained international recognition due to the fact that they were more than mere pilot projects. The Aravind hospital allows eye specialists to video-conference with patients in remote clinics by using directional antennas and software to extend the range of existing Wi-Fi and achieving network speeds 100 times faster than dial-up and distances 100 times farther than traditional Wi-Fi [2]. The Baltistan Health and Education Foundation uses data connectivity over distances of 800 km: this telehealth facility links the major hospital in Skardu, northern Pakistan, with health specialists in Islamabad. The project required connecting the area via satellite to an ISP. [3] However, there were limitations with both these projects: the Aravind project could not have Internet service providers in some areas, and where there were, service was very expensive and too slow for effective video-conferencing. The Baltistan project needed USD 2,000 per month for satellite connectivity.

Another project, Smart Connect, is a custom device that uses cellphone network to provide limited data connectivity between a rural health facility and a server connected to the Internet. But the dire need for a compatible version of this device using other radio technologies and the unavailability of data connections at peripheral facilities inhibits its future. [4]

Several previous projects have also focused on the problem of patient identification. A previous IEEE Humanitarian Technology Challenge project implemented an electronic patient identification database system using RFID-embedded patient ID cards. This pilot program has been moderately successful, as cultural norms are proving difficult to overcome in convincing the local population to adopt the new ID cards [5]. These projects, though commendable in their own right, fell short when it came to widespread implementation, whether due to technical equipment, expensive services or cultural, social, or behavioral considerations.

In order to ensure our project builds on the shortcomings of the previous designs, we developed a solution which solved these challenges and evaluated different network technologies, each with a set of limitations. [6]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Reach</th>
<th>Economics</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The smallest unit of Indian healthcare systems is the sub-center while that of Pakistan is the Basic Health Unit [8]. By generalizing these systems and considering a single state with sub-centers, Primary, Secondary and Tertiary Health Centers, the EHR system is proposed to be installed at the following different levels:

1. **Primary Healthcare Centre (PHC):** It represents the first level of contact with individuals and healthcare system. PHCs are divided into several sub-centers and serve different number of people depending on the geographical location. It is aimed to provide a PC to each rural clinic and 10 FPs to the SHC. The SHC will be issued an RFID printer and each rural clinic will receive an RFID card reader. While every patient has a unique RFID card, their medical history is updated each time they communicate with the PHC, whether for diagnosis, treatment or routine check-up. The data generated in PHC has to be shared with the closest SHC and finally, it is transferred to central cloud for permanent storage. Different PHCs under an SHC need not be connected. If the patient data is required, it can be retrieved from central cloud [9]. Limiting the number of connections helps to reduce the spending on communication networks. PHC receives regular statistics from central cloud about the amount of medicines that are used by people suffering from chronic diseases and also usage of general medicines. This analysis helps them to pre-order required number of medicines to serve the people of that region.

2. **Secondary Healthcare Center (SHC):** Second tier healthcare systems are the next level of healthcare centers, providing reasonably good health services, but are not as sophisticated as THCs. These are established at district level. Each SHC in that particular state will be connected to central cloud of that state, but SHCs of that particular state are not connected to ensure security of data. Usually at SHC level, the people may not be highly educated to realize the importance of data security. So, to avoid any kind of data breach different SHCs shall not be connected. [10]

3. **Tertiary Health Centre (THC):** The third-tier healthcare systems are usually sophisticated health centers, providing a wide range of health services and are located in cities and district headquarters, where the datacenter is established and is connected with those of other THCs. So, this forms a central cloud which consists of the complete patient data. This central cloud can be managed by government or an organization which is formed by a consortium of THCs. This central cloud is connected to the central cloud of other states which enables the accessibility of patient data throughout the country. The central cloud also contains data of patients visiting SHCs, PHCs and sub-centers of that particular state. The data stored in central cloud can only be accessed online from anywhere and anytime. The data of patients visiting SHCs, PHCs and sub-centers has to be updated in the central cloud on regular basis. EHR in central cloud will be able to track the usage of medicines and outbreak of diseases in various parts of the state. This enables to act instantly in case of emergencies. [11]
C. Implementation Plan and Goals

After group discussions, creating maps of the concerned region of existing connectivity was decided as a useful starting point. The existing network coverage of GSM in Kerala, India, was focused on as a starting point to see its penetration to help us build a case study by using a variety of online resources [12] [13]. However, the GSM network is inefficient for data transfer services, as it communicates in bursts, is asymmetrical and has security issues. [14]

To enable transfer of data between three centers and set up an infrastructure at these levels that will maintain and store health records, we have endeavored to use the RFID system that will be easier to handle at both the user’s and the system’s end. Ideally, this project hopes to build a pilot project in five months and then create a system where in a period of three months one rural area (with a population ranging from 500 to 10,000) would be connected to the EHR network. Subsequent rural areas would take lesser time depending on the local situation.

D. Stakeholder Analysis

There are several key stakeholders necessary to the successful implementation of the proposed EHR solution. The governmental and non-governmental medical institutes will be primarily responsible for legislation and overseeing of EHR, since damages caused due to EHR system may pose legal issues and risks [15] [16]. The hospitals and health centers will be primarily responsible for business concerns and structural changes in health care delivery [17]. System administrators will be needed to handle the increasing needs for sophisticated utilization review and risk management tools [18]. Finally, patients themselves are cooperatively responsible for the safety of medical data, high-quality care, and expectation of privacy, rights of access and correction, and the opportunity to give consent for research uses of their health information [19].

This is a short synopsis of an extensive stakeholder analysis, but represents the most important users. Successful EHR implementation depends on the support for the idea from health care regulators, third-party payers, hospital administrators, and physician advocacy groups.

E. Constraints

Several constraints govern the implementation of the proposed EHR system. Due to the vast amounts of medical data processed by the EHR system, adequate network and legal constraints must be considered. Each patient’s medical information must be confidentially stored by the network, and accessed only by users with the correct permissions. This requires a robust data security system for backing up the medical data and ensuring the information remains secure [20]. The legacy health record information databases (hardcopy) must be transposed to the EHR system by each health care provider, so the system must also be capable of handling large influxes of data securely. [21]

Other technical constraints include consideration of standardization issues with the IT process, specifically when storing, coding, transmitting, and receiving data. The proposed EHR system must balance the unique demands of each clinic, while ensuring each component of the EHR system adheres to a universal standard. This will greatly simplify the training and maintenance of the system during operations. Furthermore, standardization will allow the system to be interoperable with other EHR systems.

While there are several technical constraints that make solving these problems difficult, perhaps the most severe constraint is behavioral. As was demonstrated in several previous medical development projects, convincing the end users (patients) of the benefit of the proposed technology is paramount to the overall success of the implementation. Other non-technical constraints include cultural, regulatory, and political.

III. System Design

A. Design Overview

Using the proposed system, electronic records of a patient will be accessible to the healthcare provider, doctor, patient and healthcare worker. The electronic record of each patient is associated with a unique RFID signature; the patient’s medical record can only be accessed by scanning their issued ID card. To implement the RFID card system, legacy work in this area by Zalzala et al. will be continued and scaled to meet the demands of larger health care networks [10].

The healthcare provider (HQ) maintains the central cloud. Our proposed methodology intends to secure electronic health data by preventing the healthcare provider from accessing unencrypted patient data. When the data is maintained by the HQ, only the data corresponding to particular ID will be known along with the region to which patient belongs, but the identity of the patient will be secure. Providing the health care provider with access to this data enables them to track the health condition of a group of anonymous patients in a particular region to assess the overall medical health of the region in situ.

The healthcare workers are primarily responsible for managing the patient identification effort. The HQ maintains the RFID card printer and is responsible for issuing blank cards to the primary and secondary health care centers. The blank cards are then issued and encoded with unique patient information at the rural health clinics. Healthcare workers will facilitate this process: working with local populations to raise awareness and promote health education about the importance of securing the patient ID cards. They shall be able to receive messages from patients in case of emergencies, and track the health condition of patients in a particular locality and provide them assistance, when required.

The doctors are primarily responsible for patient care, being vital to successful EHR implementation, but they will not have permission to edit history or download the data. In particular with patient identification, doctors will need time and resources to enter each patient’s medical history into a database to encode the information on the ID card. Healthcare workers will work with doctors to streamline the process of encoding patient information to EHR database and ID cards.
The patient, being the recipient of this system, plays an important role in the successful realization of the proposed system. By having a smart card carrying their identity whenever they visit a hospital, patients cannot view their data anytime, but can view on request. Their medical data will be updated on regular basis and acceptance of any new system can occur anytime, but can view on request. Their medical data will be updated on regular basis and acceptance of any new system can occur anytime, but can view on request.

The end goal of the EHR system is the creation of a large dedicated repository to which each of these distributed clinical system components all feed on a frequent basis. A comprehensive, multi-enterprise EHR can be established by interfacing the specific clinical applications and databases that are each tailored to the needs of individual healthcare delivery centers. [22]

During the project, the team examined the federation approach as well as the two-level modeling approach. The Federation Approach is a validated mechanism for realizing a distributed EHR service, which can be physical or logical. [23]

There are strengths and weaknesses associated with this approach: live federation places considerable demands upon network and server performance, and requires constant and reliable availability of all participating feeder systems; a caching mechanism becomes dependent on potentially large repositories and on regular version checking to ensure updates to each feeder system are forwarded to cache repository in real time in order to avoid the risk of a requesting client receiving outdated or incorrect information.

The Two-Level/Dual-Model approach to the design of the EHR information architecture devises a standardized, scalable and maintainable model to represent and communicate diverse health record entries. The combination of the Reference Model and the use of Archetypes (as the EHR information architecture) faithfully preserve the set of contexts relating to a health record entry, to ensure the intended clinical meaning of the original author is preserved within the generic representation.

B. Standards and Interoperability Assessment

Setting and maintaining uniform network and interface standards is necessary in order to make the rural EHR system scalable to different communities throughout the developing world. Ideally, one standard would be the de facto guideline for establishing network connectivity for all rural health centers. In much the same way that all internet browsers use standardized web protocols (HTML and HTTP), one medical network protocol could form the backbone for all electronic exchange of medical information and services [source: interfaceware.com]

HL7 is a widely accepted network standard for electronic health information developed in the United States [26]. The HL7 standard defines the format for medical related data transmission, and is the most suitable standard for the proposed EHR system. The real value added by using HL7 lies in the standardization (and thus technical simplification) of electronic patient records, patient IDs, patient medical histories, laboratory results, billing information, and remote medical consultation. By relying on the HL7 standard for the proposed EHR solution, future interfaces to the EHR system will be greatly simplified.

Technical interoperability is another major concern from a systems engineering perspective. Using a standardized network protocol is a major step towards ensuring system interoperability, but there are also hardware considerations that need to be accounted for when designing an interoperable system. This is especially important when dealing with medical images or two-way video streams, since both the sender and receiver must have the hardware capability to utilize such tools. To address interoperability, the team has relied upon the HL7 standard along with special hardware considerations at each of the three levels of health care centers.

C. Energy Requirements

An often-overlooked consideration when implementing any rural medical development project is the energy requirement necessary to support the infrastructure and equipment loads (lighting, refrigeration, radios, incubators, etc). Electricity is also a necessary foundation for any electronic health record system.

Energy is the fundamental enabler to any modern development project, especially since many areas in need of improved medical care do not have reliable access to a regional power grid. USAID has an extremely informative paper outlining rough estimates for rural clinic energy load requirements based on size of the clinic and category of care given. These estimates were used as the starting point for the energy requirement analysis for the team’s final project [25].

The basic question proposed by this analysis is “given a particular load (based on clinic size and category), along with geographic location and pertinent economic data, what is the best combination of diesel generator, solar, wind and battery power inputs to meet the standalone energy needs of the clinic?” This question assumes that grid connection to the clinic is either technically unfeasible or not economically viable, a reasonable assertion considering in some parts of the developing world grid extensions cost as much as $10,000 US per km [25].

Using the US National Renewable Energy Lab (NREL) micropower optimization software model HOMER, a simulation of a Primary Healthcare Center in Kerala, India was developed. From the combination of solar power, wind power, diesel generator, and battery sizes input, over 8000 possible configurations were simulated and HOMER output the top ten for consideration. These ten results are rank ordered based on holistic economic feasibility, taking into consideration not only initial costs but operation and maintenance (O&M) costs as well.

From the simulation results, the optimum energy configuration for this hypothetical clinic in Kerala is 3 kW of PV and 5-7 kWhr batteries. The initial capital cost to install this system is estimated to be $12,400 US while the O&M costs are relatively low at $275 US per year.

The real takeaway from these results is that in this case, because the yearly solar insolation is so high in southern India,
a standalone PV-battery energy system makes sense given the modest energy demands of a rural clinic.

D. Operations, Administrative, and Maintenance Plans

When operating the proposed EHR system, medical data will be stored at secure servers maintained by the host government. EHR data should be accessible from anywhere and anytime, regardless of whether the patient goes to PHC, SHC or THC. Unique EHR permissions will be defined to the health care provider, patient, doctor and health care workers.

Proper training of all personnel (including maintenance personnel) is essential to successful implementation and operation of the proposed EHR system. The operations plan should be a standardized, published document accessible to all system stakeholders. From the central government medical center, to the regional and rural health clinics, the “ops plan” should clearly define roles, responsibilities, and regulations of the EHR system. The operations plan will serve as the guideline for proper day-to-day operations, including a contingency plan for natural disasters and diaspora.

Maintenance is also an essential consideration to the overall sustainability of the proposed EHR system. The maintenance plan will focus on training the local workforce in task-specific skills ranging from IT support, to electrical generator repair, to communication system troubleshooting. Where possible, the maintenance plan will work with University and vocational centers to develop relevant curricula to meet the demands of each medical delivery center.

E. Economic, Legal, and Social Considerations

Sustainable economic development in rural communities includes recognizing the significance of the local health sector in economic matters and community development. Accordingly, the team has proposed several economic goals to ensure the sustainable development and implementation of the EHR system. The first goal is to enhance the opportunities for employees by widening the scope of medically essential personnel (health care providers, IT administrators, data entry clerks, infrastructure developers, etc.).

The second economic goal is to attract and retain local residents for business and public service. To do this, the team has recommended a strategy where the health care providers pay for licensure and membership fees for patients, versus employees by widening the scope of medically essential personnel.

The final economic goal of the proposed EHR solution is to enhance local leadership capacity through the sponsorship of rural clinics and EHR providers. Getting local leaders interested and involved in these EHR development projects will greatly enhance the economic sustainability of the rural medical centers.

Due to the politicized nature of health care delivery systems, a solid legal foundation must be in place to facilitate standardized regulations across country borders and to ensure that patient outcomes are protected as the first priority. The proposed EHR system will be managed by the host government. Adequate and up to date licensure will be ensured for all medical providers and health care workers. International legislation will ensure that cross-border delivery of health care will remain secure. Penalties will be enforced by the host government for health care providers that breach licensure requirements.

Social and behavioral issues must also be considered when deploying and operating the EHR system. Social norms guiding current behavior of doctors, patients, and other health care stakeholders must be addressed to incorporate a digital transition of all medical information. Use cases for each stakeholder have been analyzed to understand exactly how these social and behavioral norms will affect health care delivery interfacing with the EHR. Using the EHR alert management system, the patient obtains vital information regarding any severe breaking news by three mechanisms: mobile phone alerts using SMS text messaging, pole display system (paper or electronic), and social media.

F. Cost Analysis

A quick analysis estimates the initial cost at around USD $391k, while annual recurring costs total about USD $8,500, including a satellite connection plus maintenance. Table 2 below shows the estimated costs for each component of the proposed EHR system at a small network of PHC, SHC, and THC clinics:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Cost (USD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wi-MAX antennas</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>300k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HQ access-point equipment</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backhaul Wi-Fi connection to VSAT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computers</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>24k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software installation and training</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power generation equipment</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HQ Power equipment</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HQ RFID printer and software</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.5k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFID readers</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>391k</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Cost Estimates

The annual amortized cost for a complete installation for this district will be $15,000 to $30,000 for its 5-to-10 year lifespan, bringing the total annual cost to less than $40,000. These estimates include installation, operation and maintenance. Various studies of information and communication technology’s (ICT’s) impact on healthcare estimate that the increase in operating efficiency alone could be between 15% and 30% [27]. For an early implementation in a developing country, the increase may be even higher.

For an aid organization administering a $2M US program annually, this could make for a very convincing case for more investment and expansion in this region. Also recognize that perhaps a bigger advantage of ICT is the opportunity to deploy new services and functions heretofore impossible to provide.
A. Metrics for Success

To analyze the efficacy of the proposed solution, several measures of effectiveness (MOEs) were identified for both challenges. For the data connectivity challenge, one of the most important MOEs is the bi-directional data transfer capabilities to store and forward data at the same speed in each direction (transmit and receive) at a minimum rate of 128 kbps and at a low cost structure (USD 50 per month) for unlimited data transfer. Another MOE for data connectivity is that networks should be interfaceable, connectible, and modular to accommodate future expansion, using technology that is previously validated. Components should be commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) and readily available worldwide, and standardized to avoid being monopolized.

For the challenge of tying unique patient IDs to health records, one of the primary MOEs was the request, issue, and assignment of a unique patient identifier capable of interfacing with the EHR system and storing health encounter information within that system. Another MOE is the training the medical staff to look up and review patient information and support that access once they are trained, and link information from different services to form a complete health record for disease management and continuity of individual care. The final MOE for the patient identification challenge is that the system should detect and track epidemics and emerging diseases, and also help tailor an appropriate response from this health system with a public outreach able to train patients how and why to use their unique patient ID.

B. Potential Problems

A longitudinal person-centered EHR system is a much-anticipated solution to this problem, but the challenge of providing clinicians of any profession or specialty with an integrated view of the complete health and healthcare history of each patient under their care has so far proved difficult to meet.

Our analysis shows that a broad adoption of standards-based EHR systems in developing countries could dramatically reduce national health care spending at a cost far below the savings. Further, these potential savings would outweigh the costs relatively quickly during the adoption cycle. But key barriers in the market directly impede adoption and effective application of EHR systems; these include acquisition and implementation costs, slow and uncertain financial payoffs, and disruptive effects on practices. In addition, providers must absorb the costs of EHR systems, but consumers and payers are the most likely to reap the savings. Also, even if EHR systems were widely adopted, the market might fail to develop interoperability and robust information exchange networks.

C. Way Forward

Given our analysis, we believe that there is substantial rationale for government policy to facilitate widespread diffusion of interoperable health information technology (HIT). Actions now, in the early stages of adoption, would provide the most leverage. Taylor and colleagues discuss several alternatives for government action to remove barriers, correct market failures, and speed the realization of EMR system benefits [20]. We have shown some of the potential benefits of HIT in the current health care system. However, broad adoption of EHR systems and connectivity are necessary but not sufficient steps toward real health care transformation. For example, adoption of EHR systems and valid comparative performance reporting would enable the development of value-based competition and quality improvement to drive transformation. A HIT also should facilitate system integration for broader optimization, and comparative benchmarking should encourage development of market leading examples of ways to better organize, pay for, and deliver care. It is not known what changes should or will take place after widespread EMR system adoption—for example, increased consumer-directed care, new methods of organizing care delivery, and new approaches to financing. But it is increasingly clear that a lengthy, uneven adoption of non-standardized, non-interoperable EMR systems will only delay the chance to move closer to a transformed health care system. The government and other payers have an important stake in not letting this happen. The time to act is now.

D. Conclusion

The proposed EHR system demonstrates a comprehensive solution to the two health care challenges identified. We believe that by migrating hardcopy patient medical records to an electronic system connected to an interoperable network, health care delivery centers can more adequately meet the demands of large rural populations. Furthermore, by implementing a secure RFID patient ID system, patient misidentification can be dramatically reduced. While the implementation costs are relatively high, health outcomes will be strengthened across the board with a consistent, standardized implementation of the EHR system.

In the course of our project design and development, we considered requirements as design feasibility, product features, standards, interoperability and economic considerations, established a reasonable reference that can be tweaked to adapt to different regions, and collaborated with health and information system specialists in the hope that we are part of the team who develop the actual system to be deployed in the local environment.
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